
RE3 Linux Support Package Guide 

OVERVIEW 

Bluechip Technology provides a number of Board Support Package (BSP) options to support Linux software 

development for the RE3. This document will detail each option and provide guidance on which option to 

choose.  

Binary Distributions 

A binary BSP distribution is a pre-compiled image that can be written to a MicroSD card and used to boot 

the RE3.  

Yocto 

a. U-boot boot loader based on NXP/Freescale release L3.14.28_1.0.0_ga. 

b. Linux kernel based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0_ga. 

c. Root file system based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0.ga (fsl-image-qt5) providing a 

fully featured multimedia desktop environment. 

Ubuntu  Core 

a. U-boot boot loader based on NXP/Freescale release L3.14.28_1.0.0_ga. 

b. Linux kernel based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0_ga. 

c. Root file system based on Ubuntu Core providing a basic command line environment but can 

be extended using apt-get. 

Source Distributions 

A source BSP distribution allows the boot loader, kernel and root file system to be built from source and 

packaged into an SD card image. The resulting image can be written to a MicroSD card and used to boot the 

RE3. 

Yocto 

a. U-boot boot loader based on NXP/Freescale release L3.14.28_1.0.0_ga. 

b. Linux kernel based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0_ga. 

c. Root file system based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0.ga (core-image-sato) providing a 

basic desktop environment. 

QEMU-Debootstrap Distribution 

A qemu-debootstrap  distribution allows the boot loader and kernel to be built from source and then 

packaged with a pre-built Ubuntu or Debian root file. The resulting image can be written to a MicroSD card 

and used to boot the RE3. 

Ubuntu  

a. Source U-boot boot loader based on NXP/Freescale release L3.14.28_1.0.0_ga. 

b. Source Linux kernel based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0_ga. 

c. Binary root file system based on Ubuntu providing basic command line environment but can be 

extended using apt-get. 



Debian  

a. Source U-boot boot loader based on NXP/Freescale release L3.14.28_1.0.0_ga. 

b. Source Linux kernel based on NXP/Freescale release 4.1.15_1.0.0_ga. 

d. Binary root file system based on Debian providing basic command line environment but can be 

extended using apt-get. 

Distribution Summary 

The following table summarises the features of the above distributions to aid in choosing which distribution 

to use. 

 Yocto Ubuntu Core qemu-debootstrap 

Source Distribution Yes No Kernel & boot loader only 

Binary Distribution Yes Yes Root file system only 

Kernel customisation Yes No Yes 

RFS customisation Yocto custom layers No chroot environment 

GUI Desktop provided Yes Not by default Not by default 

Application Development 

Support 

ADT None Eclipse  + cross compilation tools 

H/W Accelerated 

Graphics Support  

Yes No No 

Runtime Package 

Management 

None apt-get apt-get 

NXP/Freescale Support Yes No No 

 

  



BUILDING DISTRIBUTIONS 

Binary Distributions 

As binary distributions are pre-built they just need to be downloaded and copied onto a MicroSD card from 

which the RE3 can boot. 

Yocto 

The binary distribution for Yocto is available from the GIT repository.  

The default login is root and requires no password. 

Ubuntu  Core 

The binary distribution for Ubuntu Core is available from the GIT repository.  

The default login is bluechip and password password 

Source Distributions 

Source distributions must be downloaded and compiled to create a bootable image to write to a MicroSD 

card from which the RE3 can boot. 

Yocto 

Yocto source distributions are very large and will require a minimum of 30GB free disk space. 

Building Yocto from source is also very time consuming and so a suitably powerful machine is 

recommended with a minimum of 4 CPU cores and 8GB of RAM.  

To build Yocto the following steps are required: 

Configure build machine 

a. The build machine should have Ubuntu 14.04 installed. Using apt-get ensure the following 

packages are installed: 

gawk  

wget git-core  

diffstat  

unzip  

texinfo gcc-multilib 

 build-essential 

 chrpath  

socat 

b. Install the repo as follows: 

$: mkdir ~/bin 

$: curl http://commondatastorage.googleapis.com/git-repo-downloads/repo  > ~/bin/repo 

$: chmod a+x ~/bin/repo 

$: PATH=${PATH}:~/bin 



Download the NXP/Freescale BSP 

$: mkdir fsl-arm-yocto-bsp 

$: cd fsl-arm-yocto-bsp 

$: repo init -u git://git.NXP/Freescale.com/imx/fsl-arm-yocto-bsp.git -b imx-4.1.15-1.0.0_ga 

$: repo sync 

Download the Bluechip Technology BSP 

$: git clone  <Note: please contact Blue Chip for details>  

$: cd meta-bct-re3 and follow the instructions in the README file  

QEMU-Debootstrap Distribution 

The QEMU-Debootstrap distribution is available on a Virtualbox virtual machine (VM) in the GIT 

repository.  

The default login for the VM is osboxes with password osboxes.org 

The VM is configured to support the following activities: 

1. Build the boot loader from source 

2. Build the kernel from source 

3. Download a Ubuntu or Debian root file system as required 

4. Package the boot loader, kernel and root file system into an SD card image 

5. Develop applications for the RE3 using Eclipse and cross-compilation tools 

6. Mount the file system so that it can be customised before deploying it to the RE3 

Full instructions for doing each of the above are provided in the README file located in 

/home/osboxes/RE3  

 

 


